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The National Alliance of Artists from Historically Black Colleges and Universities (NAAHBCU) Participating Artists

Fred Ajanogha
Jim Alexander
Marvette Aldrich
Charmagne Andrews
Art Bacon
Peggy Blood
Ricky Calloway
Robert Carter
E. Richard Clark
Alfred A. Conteh
Willis “Bing” Davis
Louis Delsarte
Phillip R. Dotson
James Griffin
Aaron Henderson
Ann “Sole Sister” Johnson
Ron Kennedy
Hasaan Kirkland
Carina D. Maye
Tracey Moore
Marcella Muhammad
Joseph Pearson
Lee Ransaw
Clarence Talley, Sr.
Leo Twiggs
Cleve Webber
Dennis Winston
Dante Yarbrough
Dr. Howard Robinson, Master of Order
Archivist, Alabama State University

– INVOCATION –
Rev. Robert Graetz
Consultant, The National Center

– HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES –
“1963 and the Legacy of the Modern Civil Rights Movement”
Rolundus Rice
Staff Associate, The National Center

– INTRODUCTION OF THE NAAHBCU –
“Preserving an Historic and Cultural Heritage”
Cleve Webber
Curator, The National Center

– GALLERY TALK –
Dr. Peggy Blood
President, NAAHBCU

– QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION –

– CLOSING REMARKS –
Dr. Janice R. Franklin
Project Director, The National Center
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